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Welcome

Text analytics helps uncover 

insights from people’s words and 

use that insight to make better 

predictions about future 

outcomes.

SPSS makes it easier for 

customers to leverage this rich 

data source as part of their 

predictive analytics efforts.

Eric Martin

WW Predictive Analytics 

Solutions Leader

IBM

Why this is Important to Know… Speaking to you today…



Information Explosion

Amount of new information being 

generated every day, 8x more than 

the information in all U.S. libraries.

In volume.
15 petabytes

More than 200 billion emails 

are sent every day.

200 billion
Amount of digital information that 

will exist in 2010—equivalent to a 

stack of books from the sun to 

Pluto and back.

988 exabytes

New data growth that is 

unstructured content, generated 

largely by email, with increasing 

contribution by documents, 

images, video and audio.

In variety.
80%

By 2010, up to 30 billion RFID 

tags will be produced globally, 

embedded into products, pass-

ports, buildings—even animals.

30 billion
For every 1,000 knowledge workers it 

employs, a company loses $5.7 million 

annually in time wasted reformatting 

information between applications.

$5.7 million



Why Are We Here?

T e x t A n a l y t i c s : S o f t w a r e ' s M i s s i n g P i e c e ?

http://www.google.com/imgres?imgurl=http://nymag.com/daily/intel/20070123welch.jpg&imgrefurl=http://nymag.com/daily/intel/2007/01/jack_welch_unsurprisingly_thin_1.html&h=373&w=560&sz=25&tbnid=XPLXGLlICjk5mM:&tbnh=89&tbnw=133&prev=/images?q=jack+welch+picture&hl=en&usg=__0o_fVvOOAgOCLSUvFLCFrKOM7JY=&ei=RM7MS465DZTSNZqMwJUF&sa=X&oi=image_result&resnum=2&ct=image&ved=0CAoQ9QEwAQ
http://www.idc.com/home.jhtml


The Value in Unstructured Data

• ―80-90% of information on the net and corporate networks is 

unstructured‖ - Goldman Sachs

Structured Data

(10-40%)

Unstructured Data

(60-90%)



The Importance of Text

―While data mining analyzes the contents of relational 

databases, taking the data in each cell of the database as 

building blocks for finding the patterns, trends, and 

relationships within the database, it ignores the bulk of 

information that most organizations must understand, if they 

are to plan and make decisions, respond to customer 

demands, or mitigate risks.‖

T e x t A n a l y t i c s : S o f t w a r e ' s M i s s i n g P i e c e ?

http://www.idc.com/home.jhtml


SPSS Text Analytics Business Applications

Fraud pattern detection:

Insurance

Banking

Customs

IRS

Warranty Analysis

Brand/Reputation Management

Market Intelligence

Homeland Security

Asset Management

CRM

Market Research

HR

Education

CRM

Market

Intelligence

Asset

Management

CRM

HR



Types of Analysis

• Typical analysis (reporting)

– Measure. Compare. Report. Study.

– Point-in-time analysis and progress dashboards

• Predictive analytics/data mining

– Algorithms automatically ―learn‖ significant patterns

– Models make predictions for current/new cases

– Insight delivered to drive better business decisions

• Adding text as a new dimension

– Extracting usable knowledge from unstructured text data, through 

identification of core concepts and sentiment

– Unlocking insights and connections between concepts  and 

sentiment within text data

– Increasing model accuracy (―lift‖)



Moment of Truth

• At every customer interaction touchpoint, there is at 

least one "moment of truth"—an interaction that can 

disproportionately positively or negatively affect the 

customer experience



Sentiment Analysis

Comments regarding customer experience:

Sentiment Analysis enables organizations to

categorize a person’s own words based on 

semantic relationships between business issues

and customer opinions



Behavioral data

- Orders

- Transactions

- Payment history

- Usage history

Descriptive data

- Attributes

- Characteristics

- Self-declared info

- (Geo)demographics

Attitudinal data

- Opinions

- Preferences

- Needs

- Desires

Interaction data

- Offers

- Results

- Context

- Click streams

- Notes

More Data Creates Better Predictions

Web data

Up to 20%

better 

predictions

Attitudes

Up to 30%

better 

predictions

Text data

Up to 40%

better 

predictions



Two Approaches

Structure the unstructured

Explore linkages and associations

Sentiment analysis

Integrate into analytics

Core Capabilities

IBM SPSS Text Analytics 

for Surveys

IBM SPSS Modeler 

Premium

• Open-ended comments in surveys

• Categorize captured text for analysis

• Link text to structured survey data

• Ad-hoc analysis and hypothesis testing

• Operational data, files, Web 2.0 

• Create text models 

• Combine with structured operational data

• Apply predictive modeling techniques

• Increase modeling accuracy



Introducing IBM SPSS Modeler 14.1

• Two Editions

• IBM SPSS Modeler Professional

– Data access and transformation 

– Automatic data preparation

– Modelling algorithms

– Automatic model generation

– Output and visualization

• IBM SPSS Modeler Premium

– All of the above PLUS

– Interactive text mining workbench
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IBM SPSS Modeler Deployment Options

Client (Desktop)

• Access local files

• Connect to operational databases

Connect to Cognos BI 

• Processing performed on local 

installation

Client/Server

• Data operations/processing on server

• In-database data mining

• SQL pushback

• Modeler Batch

SuSE Linux Enterprise Server 10 (zLinux)

Inclusion in Smart Analytics System for

Power (AIX) (Professional only)New!



What’s New in Text

• New industry-specific text analysis packages (TAPs)

• Ability to build and re-use hierarchical category structures

• User-friendly text-rule editor with simulation 

• (for English) New semantic network for better classification results

• Ability to import and export pre-built categories for unstructured text 

easier

• Faster extraction built to handle large unstructured datasets

• All supported languages within the same product: Dutch, English, French, 

German, Italian, Japanese, Portuguese, Spanish.



DEMO

How Text Analytics Leverages

Predictive Analytics…



Summary

• Modeler brings repeatability to ongoing decision making 

with predictive modeling.

• Ability to leverage structured and unstructured data 

provides the most accurate predictive insight

• IBM SPSS Modeler

– Provides ability to use predictive intelligence in decisions across all levels 

of the organization – strategic, operational and tactical

– Provides insight into the factors that drive outcomes and the relationships 

therein to better mitigate risk and drive improvements

– Intuitive visual interface, automation and simplified graphical views

– Offers high performance, rich feature/functionality and integration

– An open, platform agnostic architecture that ―snaps into‖ any

existing IT environment



Summary

IBM SPSS Modeler puts ―predictive‖ into Predictive Analytics

Modeler Professional is a data 

mining workbench for the 

analysis of structured 

numerical data to model 

outcomes and make predictions 

that inform business decisions 

with predictive intelligence

Modeler Premium allows 

organizations to tap into the 

predictive intelligence held in all 

forms of data. Modeler 

Premium goes beyond the 

analysis of structured 

numerical data alone and 

includes information from 

unstructured data such as 

web activity, blog content, 

customer feedback, e-mails, 

articles, and more to create 

the most accurate predictive 

models possible.



Q&A



Additional Resources

• IBM SPSS Modeler on www.ibm.com

– http://www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/modeler/

• NEW & Updated Collateral

– IBM SPSS Modeler Professional Spec Sheet

– IBM SPSS Modeler Premium Spec Sheet

– IBM SPSS Modeler and IBM Cognos 8 Business Intelligence 

Brochure

– IBM SPSS Modeler and IBM InfoSphere Warehouse Brochure

• Questions about this presentation:

• Eric Martin, eric.martin@fr.ibm.com

http://www.spss.com/software/modeling/
http://www.spss.com/
http://www.ibm.com/software/analytics/spss/products/modeler/


www.spss.com/goldcoast

WIN an Apple® iPad
Please remember to complete your session 

evaluation online at the Communication Station 

or point your Smart Phone browser to:

For a chance to win an Apple® iPad
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APPENDIX

New IBM SPSS Modeler Premium Feature



Hierarchical Category

 More accurate and more detailed 

classification through hierarchical categories

 Hierarchical categories can be build as part 

of normal extraction and classification 

process

 Users can modify and refine the hierarchies 

to better suit the level of detail they want to 

capture

 Can use the top level or the detail or select 

detail in text models



Industry-Specific Text Templates and Text Analysis 
Packages

 Easier and more accurate text extraction 

and classification

 New semantic network

 English-only

 Supports hundreds of general themes 

and topics such as health, 

entertainment and politics

 Makes classification results more 

accurate



User-Friendly Text Link Rule Editor

 Create, modify and test text rules for better 

sentiment of facts and events analysis

 Simulate rules on a sub-set of the text to 

make sure it is generating the right results

 New toolbar option makes it easier to find 

text strings in categories, extraction results 

or in the data itself



New Look and Feel Reinforces Consistency Across 
Portfolio

New Text Mining Interface



Wizard-Based Import and Export

 Wizard-based import for pre-existing 

category structures, including hierarchies

 Import annotations and keywords

 Export to Excel from interactive session, 

including hierarchies



Japanese Extractor

• Enable customers working with Japanese text to leverage full 

capabilities of Modeler Premium

• Japanese text templates and text analysis packages 

available

* Requires purchase of Japanese Language Extractor


